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1 Introduction
The Natus Alarm Relay Controller (ARC) is intended to control up to 8 electromechanical relay switches
which may be connected to other electrical circuits used to power or communicate with other electrical
devices or appliances. Individual relays can be energized based on user-defined actions in
Neuroworks/Sleepworks software. Once a relay is energized, the circuit’s state changes and remains in
that state until the relay is reset to its original state (or de-energized) using a wall mounted push button.
Alarm Relay Controller includes the following features:
•

Can be powered by power over ethernet (PoE) or directly wired to an AC power source/panel

•

Capable of supplying power to devices requiring up to 240 V

•

Utilizes IP communication allowing users to access the ARC from a network of multiple NeuroWorks /
Sleepworks workstations

•

A low voltage push button (intended for wall mounting) to reset relays
WARNING: We strongly recommend that you read the Warnings and Cautions section of
this manual before operating the Alarm Relay Controller.

1.1 Intended Use
The Natus Alarm Relay Controller (ARC) is intended to be used in combination with
Neuroworks/Sleepworks software which allows a qualified medical practitioner trained in
electroencephalography or polysomnography to acquire, display, archive, review and analyze
physiological signals. During the acquisition process of Neuroworks/Sleepworks software, the ARC
controls a series of 8 electrical circuits by opening or closing each of the contacts in the circuits using an
electromechanical relay switch. Individual relays can be energized based on user-defined actions in
Neuroworks/Sleepworks software. Once a relay is energized and its state has changed, it can be reset to
its original state (or de-energized) using a wall mounted push button.
The ARC is intended to be used by trained medical professionals, and is designed for use in clinical
environments such as hospital rooms and epilepsy monitoring units.
The ARC is typically situated in a hospital room or epilepsy monitoring unit where a patient is undergoing
an EEG study. The ARC does not come into contact with a patient and does not address any patient
needs.
The ARC is not intended to be used to control any circuit supporting the operation of any other medical or
therapeutic device directly or indirectly involved in patient diagnosis or care.

1.1.1 System Components
The ARC consists of an electrical junction box with a removable lid. Other electrical components are
stored within the enclosure including a board of relay inputs, ethernet splitter, power supply, a power and
test switch. The ARC comes with a push button assembly which is designed to be mounted onto a wall
which can be used to de-activate the relays returning them to their original state.

1.1.2 Clinical Benefits
The ARC helps to improve the monitoring experience of a patient by clinical personnel and the recording
quality of the EEG record.
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1.1.3 Contraindications and Side Effects
There are no known contraindications or side effects for procedures performed with Alarm relay controller.

1.2 Essential Performance
The alarm relay controller is intended to control up to 8 electromechanical relay switches which may be
connected to other electrical circuits used to power or communicate with other electrical devices or
appliances. Individual relays may be configured to activate or de-activate according to user defined
actions in Neuroworks/Sleepworks software.

1.2.1 Essential Performance Degradation
Professional healthcare trained personnel will observe essential performance degradation which includes
but are not limited to:
•

Loss of communications between the Alarm Relay Controller and the computer

•

Power failure

•

Inability to switch a load on or off

•

Failure of the alarm reset button to clear a patient event notification

•

Any form or random or intermittent system behavior.

If any of the above are observed or if unusual system behavior is observed contact Natus Technical
support.

1.3 Operating Principle of the Alarm Relay Controller
The ARC is part of a system that may include one or more Neuroworks/Sleepworks computer acquisition
workstations along with video, audio and networking equipment. The ARC is typically installed in a room
or area where a patient may be undergoing long term EEG monitoring. An electrical device such as a
television set or a wall light can be wired directly to an individual relay switch in the ARC. It may be wired
to a normal closed or open state in the relay. Once the relay is energized, the state of the relay will switch
from its current state to its opposite state. For example, a wall light may be wired to the normal open
position on a relay switch. Under normal operation the relay would be in a non energized state and since
the light was wired to be normally open, the circuit would be open and the light would be off. Once a user
defined action such as the pressing of a patient event button occurred, the electromechanical switch in
the relay would become energized and close the relay circuit and continue to keep the relay in a closed
state until the ARC was de-energized using the supplied wall push button to restore the relay to its
original state.
WARNING: The ARC is not intended to be used to control any circuit supporting the
operation of any other medical or therapeutic device directly or indirectly involved in patient
diagnosis or care such as infusion pumps or mechanical contour beds.

1.4 Using the Manual
This manual describes the theory, features, set up, operation and maintenance of the Alarm Relay
Controller. It also provides information on specifications, troubleshooting and getting help.
When reviewing the procedures, we recommend you read the entire section first, before beginning a
sequence. Please follow the instructions carefully.
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1.4.1 Manual Conventions
Various symbols and typographical conventions are used throughout the manual. The following table
illustrates them and describes their meanings and functions.
Symbol/
Convention

Description/Function
This symbol denotes a Warning which refers to a hazardous situation that could
result in death or serious injury if not avoided. Read all warnings and cautions
carefully before starting the system for the first time.
This symbol denotes a Caution which refers to a hazardous situation that could
result in minor or moderate injury or material damage if not avoided.

A note that contains important supplemental information.

Bold
Italic
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2 Safety & Standards Conformity
2.1 Standards of Compliance and Normative References
1.
2.
3.
4.

Type of protection against electric shock: Class I
Degree of protection against electric shock: Type BF
Degree of protection against ingress of water: IPX0
Degree of safety of application in the presence of a flammable anesthetic mixture with air or
with oxygen or nitrous oxide: Equipment not suitable for use in the presence of a flammable
anesthetic mixture with air or with oxygen or nitrous oxide.
5. Mode of operation: Continuous
6. Environmental Conditions:
Operating: 10-30°C, 30-75% rH, 700-1060hPa
Storage : -25-60°C, 10-95% rH, 500-1060hPa
The Alarm Relay Controller and its accessories have been designed to comply with the following national
and international standards.
Table 1 – Safety Standard of Compliance and Normative References
IEC 61010-1, Edition 3.1, 2017-01

Safety Requirements for electrical equipment for measurement,
control and laboratory use.

Table 2 – EMC Standard of Compliance and Normative References
IEC 61010-1, Edition 3.1, 2017-01

Safety requirements for electrical equipment for measurement,
control, and laboratory use – Part 1: General requirements

IEC 61000-4-2:2008, ed 2.0

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Part 4-2: Testing and
Measurement Techniques - Electrostatic Discharge Immunity
Test

IEC 61000-4-3 ed 3.0 with
A1:2007+A2:2010

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Part 4-3: Testing and
Measurement Techniques - Radiated, Radio-frequency,
Electromagnetic Field Immunity Test

IEC 61000-4-4:2012, ed 3.0

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Part 4-4: Testing and
Measurement Techniques - Electrical Fast Transient/Burst
Immunity Test

IEC 61000-4-5:2014, ed 3.0

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Part 4-5: Testing and
Measurement Techniques - Surge Immunity Test

IEC 61000-4-6 ed 2.0 with A1:2004 +
A2:2006

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Part 4-6: Testing and
Measurement Techniques - Immunity to Conducted
Disturbances, Induced by Radio-frequency Fields

IEC 61000-4-8:2009, ed 2.0

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Part 4-8: Testing and
Measurement Techniques - Power Frequency Magnetic Field
Immunity Test

IEC 61000-4-11:2004, ed 2.0

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Part 4-11: Testing and
Measurement Techniques - Voltage Dips, Short Interruptions
and Voltage Variations Immunity Tests
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IEC 61000-3-2:2014, ed 4.0

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Part 3-2: Limits - Limits for
Harmonic Current Emissions

IEC 61000-3-3:2013, ed 3.0

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Part 3-3: Limits - Limitation
of Voltage Changes, Voltage Fluctuations and Flicker in Public
Low-voltage Supply Systems

CISPR 11 ed 5.0 with A1:2010

Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) Radio-Frequency
Equipment - Electromagnetic Disturbance Characteristics Limits and Methods of Measurement

2.2 Declaration of Compliance for IEC 61010
Table 1 - Electromagnetic Emissions
Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration – electromagnetic emissions
The Alarm Relay Controller is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below. The
customer or the user of the Alarm Relay Controller should assure that it is used in such an environment.
Emissions Test
RF emissions

Compliance
Group 1

The Alarm Relay Controller uses RF energy only
for its internal function. Therefore, its RF emissions
are very low and not likely to cause any
interference in nearby electronic equipment

Class A

The Alarm Relay Controller is suitable for use in all
establishments other than domestic and those
directly connected to the public low-voltage power
supply network that supplies buildings used for
domestic purposes.

CISPR 11

RF emissions
CISPR 11
Harmonic emissions
IEC 61000-3-2

Class A

Voltage fluctuations/
flicker emissions

Complies

IEC 61000-3-3
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Table 2 - Electromagnetic Immunity
Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration – electromagnetic immunity
The Alarm Relay Controller are intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below. The
customer or the user of the Alarm Relay Controller should assure that they are used in such an
environment.
Immunity Test

IEC 60601
Test Level

Compliance
Level

Electromagnetic Environment - Guidance

Electrostatic
Discharge (ESD)

±8 kV contact

Complies

Floors should be wood, concrete or ceramic
tile. If floors are covered with synthetic
material, the relative humidity should be at
least 30%.

Complies

Mains power quality should be that of a
typical commercial or hospital environment.

Complies

Mains power quality should be that of a
typical commercial or hospital environment.

Complies

Mains power quality should be that of a
typical commercial or hospital environment.
If the user of the Alarm Relay Controller
require continued operation during power
mains interruption, it is recommended that
the Alarm Relay Controller be powered from
an uninterruptible power supply or a battery.

Complies

Power frequency magnetic fields should be
at levels characteristic of a typical location in
a typical commercial or hospital
environment.

±15 kV air

IEC 61000-4-2
Electrostatic fast
transient/burst
IEC 61000-4-4

±2 kV, 100Khz
for power supply
lines
±1 kV, 100Khz
for input/output
lines

Surge
IEC 61000-4-5

±1 kV differential
mode
±2 kV common
mode

Voltage dips, short
interruptions and
voltage variations on
power supply input
lines
IEC 61000-4-11

<100% drop, 0/5
periods, 0°, 45°,
90°, 135°, 180°,
225°, 270°, 315°
100% dip, 1
period
30% dip, 25/30
periods
40% dip for 5
cycles

Power frequency
(50/60 Hz) magnetic
field

30 A/m

IEC 61000-4-8
NOTE: UT is the AC supply voltage prior to application of the test level.
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Table 3 - Electromagnetic Immunity – for EQUIPMENT and SYSTEMS that are not
LIFE-SUPPORTING
Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration – electromagnetic immunity
The Alarm Relay Controller are intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below.
The customer or the user of the Alarm Relay Controller should assure that they are used in such an
environment.
Immunity test

Conducted RF
IEC 61000-4-6

IEC 60601
Test Level

3 Vrms

Compliance
Level

3V

150 kHz to 80 MHz

Electromagnetic Environment - Guidance
Portable and mobile RF communications
equipment should be used no closer to any part of
the Alarm Relay Controller, including cables,
than the recommended separation distance
calculated from the equation applicable to the
frequency of the transmitter.
Recommended separation distance

Radiated RF
IEC 61000-4-3

3 V/m
80 MHz to 2.7 GHz

3 V/m

d=1.2 ×√P

150kHz to 80MHz

d=1.2 ×√P

80MHz to 800MHz

d=2.3 ×√P

800MHz to 2.5GHz

where P is the maximum output power rating of
the transmitter in watts (W) according to the
transmitter manufacturer and d is the
recommended separation distance in meters (m).
Field strengths from fixed RF transmitters, as
determined by an electromagnetic site1 should be
less than the compliance level in each frequency2.
Interference may occur in the vicinity of equipment

marked with the following symbol:

.

NOTE 1: At 80 MHz and 800 MHz, the higher frequency range applies.
NOTE 2: These guidelines may not apply in all situations. Electromagnetic propagation is affected by
absorption and reflection from structures, objects and people.

1

Field strengths from fixed transmitters, such as base stations for radio (cellular/cordless) telephones and land mobile radios,
amateur radio, AM and FM radio broadcast and TV broadcast cannot be predicted theoretically with accuracy. To assess the
electromagnetic environment due to fixed RF transmitters, an electromagnetic site survey should be considered. If the measured
field strength in the location in which the Alarm Relay Controller is used exceeds the applicable RF compliance level above the
Alarm Relay Controller should be observed to verify normal operation. If abnormal operation is observed, additional measures may
be necessary, such as re-orienting or relocating the Alarm Relay Controller.
2
Over the frequency range 150 kHz to 80 MHz, field strengths should be less than 3 V/m.
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Table 4 - Test specifications for ENCLOSURE PORT IMMUNITY to RF wireless communications
equipment
Test
frequency
(MHz)

Band a)

Service a)

385

380 –390

TETRA 400

450

430 – 470

GMRS 460,
FRS 460

710
745
780

704 – 787

LTE Band 13, 17

IMMUNITY
TEST
LEVEL
(V/m)

Maximum
Power
(W)

Distance

1,8

0,3

27

2

0,3

28

Pulse
modulation b)
217 Hz

0,2

0,3

9

800 – 960

GSM 800/900,
TETRA 800, iDEN
820, CDMA 850,
LTE Band 5

Pulse
modulation b)
18 Hz

2

0,3

28

1,700 –
1,990

GSM 1800; CDMA
1900; GSM 1900;
DECT; LTE Band
1, 3, 4, 25; UMTS

Pulse
modulation b)
217 Hz

2

0,3

28

2,400 –
2,570

Bluetooth, WLAN,
802.11 b/g/n,
RFID 2450, LTE
Band 7

Pulse
modulation b)
217 Hz

2

0,3

28

Modulation b)

(MHz)
Pulse
modulation b)
18 Hz
FM c)
± 5 kHz
deviation
1 kHz sine

(m)

810
870
930
1,720
1,845
1,970

2,450

5,240
Pulse
5,100 –
5,500
WLAN 802.11 a/n
modulation b)
0,2
0,3
9
5,800
217 Hz
5,785
NOTE: If necessary to achieve the IMMUNITY TEST LEVEL, the distance between the transmitting
antenna and the ME EQUIPMENT or ME SYSTEM may be reduced to 1 m. The 1 m test distance is
permitted by IEC 61000-4-3.
a) For some services, only the uplink frequencies are included.
b) The carrier shall be modulated using a 50% duty cycle square wave signal.
c) As an alternative to FM modulation, 50% pulse modulation at 18 Hz may be used because while it does
not represent actual modulation, it would be worst case.
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2.3 Declaration of Compliance for FCC
Note: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A
digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide
reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a
commercial environment. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio
frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instruction
manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. Operation of this
equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in which case the
user will be required to correct the interference at his/her own expense.
Warning: Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the manufacturer could
void the user's authority to operate the equipment.
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3 Warnings and Cautions
3.1 General Warnings
NOTE: It is recommended that all data be stored using redundant storage capabilities. This
can help to minimize data loss in the event of a failure of the primary drive.

WARNING: Only use the Natus Alarm Relay Controller in conjunction with approved devices
and accessories.
Use of cables other than those specified or sold by the manufacturer on the equipment, may
result in increased emissions or decreased immunity of the equipment and may cause the
system to be non-compliant with the requirements of IEC 61010.
WARNING: Never use equipment that has parts missing or equipment that might contain
loose parts inside of it (that is, inside an enclosed portion of the equipment). If you suspect a
piece of equipment has missing or loose parts, contact Natus. Routinely inspect system
cables and components for regular wear and tear.
Perform the recommended maintenance. Refer to the Maintenance & Cleaning section for
further details.

This equipment/system is intended for use by Healthcare professionals ONLY. Please read
this section before installing any of the hardware. Refer to this section when you operate,
transport, store, or re-install the system.

WARNING: The ARC is not intended to be used to control any circuit supporting the
operation of any other medical or therapeutic device directly or indirectly involved in patient
diagnosis or care.
Proper use of this device depends on the careful reading of all instructions and labels that
come with or on the system. Inaccurate measurements may be caused by incorrect
application or use.
WARNING: Third-party software installed on the acquisition computer may interfere with the
operation of the Natus software. Please consult Natus Technical Support before installing
third-party software on the computer.
WARNING: Use of this equipment adjacent to or stacked with other equipment should be
avoided because it could result in improper operation. If such use is necessary, this
equipment and the other equipment should be observed to verify that they are operating
normally.”
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WARNING: Use of accessories, transducers and cables other than those specified or
provided by the manufacturer of this equipment could result in increased electromagnetic
emissions or decreased electromagnetic immunity of this equipment and result in improper
operation. No modifications of this equipment is permitted.

WARNING: Inspect the device prior to use. Do not use if damaged.

3.2 Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Precautions
Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Precaution: Be sure to take the appropriate
Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) precautions. Disconnect the cables before
moving, cabling, or performing any set up procedures. Connectors marked with
the ESD protection symbol should not be touched. For detailed handling
procedures, refer to the Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Handling Procedures
and Warnings section.
WARNING: Turn off all system power and disconnect the power cord from the system and
the wall before attempting to clean the unit. The Natus Alarm Relay Controller can be wiped
clean with a soft, damp cloth using non-conductive distilled water, electrically nonconductive inert surfactants or a Natus approved cold sterilizing agent. It is important to dry
off the unit quickly. Avoid letting liquid seep into any of the internal electronics of the
system. Do not use any abrasive cleaner on the system.

3.3 Electrical Warnings and Cautions
WARNING: Natus systems are intended for connection to a properly grounded
electrical outlet only.

WARNING: Conductive parts of electrodes and their connectors are not to contact
other conductive parts and earth.

WARNING: Do not place MULTIPLE PORTABLE SOCKET-OUTLETS (MPSOs) on
the floor.

WARNING: Do not connect additional MPSOs or extension cords to the Natus
Alarm Relay Controller.
WARNING: ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD: Do NOT turn on the system power
until all cables have been connected, verified and visually inspected for any
damage. Failure to inspect the cables may result in electrocution. Verification of
electrical safety should be performed routinely.
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WARNING: ELECTRICAL SHOCK HAZARD: Do NOT service the system. Refer
servicing to qualified personnel only. Do NOT use repaired components without
proper testing.
WARNING: Do not use the MPSO with the Natus Alarm Relay Controller for
supplying power to any equipment that is not part of the system.
WARNING: Do NOT connect non-medical equipment which has been supplied as
part of the system directly to the wall outlet when the system is supplied, via MPSO,
with a separating transformer.
WARNING: Do NOT connect electrical equipment which has not been supplied as a
part of the system to the MPSO.

Ensure that the Natus Alarm Relay Controller is solely connected to a three-wire,
grounded, hospital-grade receptacle.
Portable RF communications equipment (including peripherals such as antenna
cables and external antennas) should be used no closer than 30 cm (12 inches) to
any part of the Alarm Relay Controller including cables specified by the
manufacturer. Otherwise, degradation of the performance of this equipment could
result.
WARNING: The Alarm Relay Controller does not support a 2 wire, 240VAC
configuration.

3.4 Patient Environment Warnings and Cautions
NOTE: The patient environment is defined as the area within 1.5 meters of the patient
laterally and within 2.5 meters of the floor in the area occupied by the patient.

WARNING: If a computer is located in the patient environment and is connected to a
network, a network isolator MUST be used.
WARNING: If a computer is located in the patient environment, it must be 61010
approved or 60950-1 approved and powered by a 601010 approved isolation
transformer.
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3.5 Conducted Immunity Warnings
WARNING: In environments where parasitic electrical noise interferes with the electrical
biologic signal, there is no risk of misinterpretation of EEG waveforms or ancillary data. Any
abnormal pattern or out of range value is confirmed by trained medical professionals
performing the test. In addition to ancillary data (e.g. SpO2), the accompanying EEG
(Electroencephalograph) amplifier’s signals will also be contaminated past the point where
any clinical signal interpretation is possible. Trained electroencephalographers and
technologists are well equipped to identify and disregard signals that are obscured by
environmental noise.
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4 Procedures and Warnings
4.1 Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Handling
Before performing any setup or placement procedures, read the precautions outlined in this section.
WARNING: Be sure to take the appropriate Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) precautions.
Disconnect the cables before moving, cabling, or performing any set up procedures.
Some semiconductor (solid state) devices can be easily damaged by static electricity.
Such components are commonly called Electrostatically Sensitive Devices (ESD).
Do not touch the accessible conductive parts for the Connectors marked with the ESD
symbol.
Follow these techniques to help reduce the incidence of component damage caused by static electricity:
•

Immediately before handling any product components assemblies, drain the electrostatic charge from
your body by touching a known earth ground.

•

Minimize body motions when handling unpackaged replacement ESDs. Motions such as brushing
clothes together or lifting your foot from a carpeted floor can generate enough static electricity to
damage the product components.

•

Avoid carpets in cool, dry areas. If provided, leave the product components in their anti-static
packaging until ready to be installed.

•

Take care when connecting or disconnecting cables. When disconnecting a cable, always pull on the
cable connector or strain-relief loop, not on the cable itself.
WARNING: A damaged cable can cause a short in the electrical circuit. Prevent damage to
the connectors by aligning connector pins before you connect the cable.
WARNING: Misaligned connector pins can cause damage to system components at poweron.

4.2 Conducted Immunity Procedures and Warnings
Conducted immunity is defined as the ability of an electronic product to tolerate the influence of electrical
energy from other electronic products or electromagnetic phenomena.
The electrical energy from other electronic devices located in nearby equipment is usually propagated
through the connecting cables. The functionality of some Semiconductor devices and high sensitivity
amplifiers (EEG, EMG ECG) may be affected by induced parasitic signals.
This effect could be described as noise and/or channel saturation on the EEG waveforms, which are
coupled together with off the scale values for auxiliary sensors.
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Follow these techniques to help identify the sources, and to increase the
immunity towards parasitical noise:
•

Verify the power supply and all portable multiple socket-outlets are off the floor and in a dry location.

•

If parasitic noise is present on the EEG waveforms, try to identify possible culprits by disconnecting
nearby equipment from the common power source.

•

Lay out the interconnection cables as far as possible from the cables being used by nearby
equipment.

•

Verify the Power cord integrity. Do not use portable multiple socket outlets that are not properly
grounded.

•

Do not use power outlets without a protective ground.

•

When isolation transformers are used, ensure that the Medical System is properly grounded.
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5 Glossary of Symbols
Symbol

Standard
Reference

Standard Title of
Symbol

-

-

Symbol Title as per
Referenced Standard

Explanation

An indication of
Medical device

This product is a medical device.

21 CFR Part Labeling-Prescription
801.109(b)(1) devices.

Prescription only

Indicates the product is authorized
for sale by or on the order of a
licensed healthcare practitioner.

2012/19/EU

Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment
(WEEE)

Disposal at end of
operating life
instructions

Indicates that electrical and
electronic equipment waste should
not be discarded together with
unseparated waste but must be
collected separately.

ISO 15223-1
Symbol 5.1.1

Medical devices —
Manufacturer
Symbols to be used with
medical device labels,
labelling and information
to be supplied.

Indicates the medical device
manufacturer.

ISO 15223-1
Symbol 5.1.2

Medical devices —
Authorized
Symbols to be used with representative in the
medical device labels,
European Community
labelling and information
to be supplied.

Indicates the Authorized
representative in the European
Community.

ISO 15223-1
Symbol 5.1.3

Medical devices —
Date of manufacture
Symbols to be used with
medical device labels,
labelling and information
to be supplied.

Indicates the date when the
medical device was manufactured.

ISO 15223-1
Symbol 5.1.6

Medical devices —
Catalogue number
Symbols to be used with
medical device labels,
labelling and information
to be supplied.

Indicates the manufacturer’s
catalogue number so that the
medical device can be identified.

ISO 15223-1
Symbol 5.1.7

Medical devices —
Serial number
Symbols to be used with
medical device labels,
labelling and information
to be supplied.

Indicates the manufacturer's serial
number so that a specific medical
device can be identified.

ISO 15223-1
Symbol 5.4.3

Medical devices —
Consult instructions for Indicates the need for the user to
Symbols to be used with use
consult the instructions for use.
medical device labels,
labelling and information
to be supplied.

ISO 60601-1 Medical electrical
Table D.1 #11 equipment — Part 1:
General requirements
for basic safety and
essential performance.

Operating instructions
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Standard
Reference

Standard Title of
Symbol

ISO 60601-1 Medical electrical
Table D.2 #10 equipment — Part 1:
General requirements
for basic safety and
essential performance.
ISO 15223-1
Symbol 5.4.4

Medical devices —
Symbols to be used with
medical device labels,
labelling and information
to be supplied.

User and Service Manual
Symbol Title as per
Referenced Standard
Follow instructions for
use

Refer to instruction manual/
Booklet.
NOTE on ME EQUIPMENT
"Follow instructions for use”

Caution: Read all
warnings and
precautions in
instructions for use

Indicates the need for the user to
consult the instructions for use for
important cautionary information
such as warnings and precautions
that cannot, for a variety of
reasons, be presented on the
medical device itself.

General warning sign

Indicates a hazard of potential
personal injury to patient or
operator.

ISO 60601-1 Medical electrical
Table D.1 #10 equipment — Part 1:
General requirements
for basic safety and
essential performance.
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Explanation

ISO 60601-1
Table D.2 #2

Medical electrical
equipment — Part 1:
General requirements
for basic safety and
Essential performance.

ISO 15223-1
Symbol 5.2.8

Medical devices —
Do not use if package
Symbols to be used with is damaged
medical device labels,
labelling and information
to be supplied.

Indicates a medical device that
should not be used if the package
has been damaged or opened.

ISO 15223-1
Symbol 5.3.7

Medical devices —
Temperature limit
Symbols to be used with
medical device labels,
labelling and information
to be supplied.

Indicates the (storage)
temperature limits to which the
medical device can be safely
exposed.

ISO 15223-1
Symbol 5.3.8

Medical devices —
Humidity limitation
Symbols to be used with
medical device labels,
labelling and information
to be supplied.

Indicates the range of (storage)
humidity to which the medical
device can be safely exposed.

IEC-60601-1, Medical electrical
Table D.1 #1 equipment — Part 1:
General requirements
for basic safety and
Essential performance.

Alternating current

To indicate on the rating plate that
the equipment is suitable for
alternating current only; to identify
relevant terminals.

IEC-60601-1, Medical electrical
Table D.1 #4 equipment — Part 1:
General requirements
for basic safety and
Essential performance.

Direct current

To indicate on the rating plate that
the equipment is suitable for direct
current only; to identify relevant
terminals.

IEC-60601-1, Medical electrical
Table D.1 #12 equipment — Part 1:
General requirements
for basic safety and
Essential performance.

“ON” (power)

To indicate connection to the
mains, at least for mains switches
or their positions, and all those
cases where safety is involved.
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Standard
Reference
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Standard Title of
Symbol

Symbol Title as per
Referenced Standard

Explanation

IEC-60601-1, Medical electrical
Table D.1 #13 equipment — Part 1:
General requirements
for basic safety and
Essential performance.

“OFF” (power)

To indicate disconnection from the
mains, at least for mains switches
or their positions, and all those
cases where safety is involved.

ISO-60601-1, Medical electrical
Table D.1 #24 equipment — Part 1:
General requirements
for basic safety and
Essential performance.

Dangerous voltage

To indicate hazards arising from
dangerous voltages.

ISO-7000 /
IEC-60417
Symbol 5134

Graphical Symbols for
use on equipment

Electrostatic sensitive
devices

Indicates package containing
electrostatic sensitive devices.

ISO-7000 /
IEC-60417
Symbol 5140

Graphical Symbols for
use on equipment

Non-ionizing
electromagnetic
radiation

Indicates generally elevated,
potentially hazardous, levels of
non-ionizing radiation.

Fragile; handle with
care

Indicates that the contents of the
transport package are fragile, and
the package shall be handled with
care.

ETL Certifications

Indicates that the product
complies with Electrical Safety
Standards.

Protective earth;
protective ground

To identify any terminal which is
intended for connection to an
external conductor for protection
against electric shock in case of a
fault, or the terminal of a
protective earth (ground)
electrode.

ISOGraphical Symbols for
7000/IECuse on equipment
60417
Symbol 0621
-

ISO7000/IEC60417,
Symbol 5019

-

Graphical Symbols for
use on equipment
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6 Specifications: Alarm Relay Controller
Power supply, Logic control Circuitry
Alarm Relay controller, relay input signal

100~240VAC, 0.5 Amp max.
Or powered by PoE
Discrete digital control
7 SPDT, 250VAC 5 amp relays

External Load control relays

Maximum relay/external load: 1200 watts
Relay input/output voltage range: 120VAC-240VAC
(0-300VDC)

Discrete Output

Seven SPDT, 250VAC, 5 Amp relays. (Relay #1, #9 and
#10 are reserved)

Communication

Ethernet
16” x 12” x 6” (W x L x H)

Alarm Controller Dimensions

22
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7 Wiring Diagrams
All standard and custom installations should reference to basic wiring scheme shown in the sections
below.

WARNING: The Alarm Relay Controller does not support a 2 wire, 240VAC configuration.

7.1 AC Powered Typical Wiring Diagram
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7.2 PoE Powered Typical Wiring Diagram

NOTE: All relays can be used interchangeably except relay #1, #9 and #10.
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8 Product Images
8.1 Alarm Relay Controller
1

Relays 1-10

2

Ethernet Splitter

3

Terminal block (for
Wall Push Button)

4

Ground Terminal

5

Pin hole to reset ARC
IP address to default

6

Relay Controller

7

Digital Input
Controller

8

Test Switch

9

Power Supply

10

Power Switch

11

Enclosure Knockouts

12

Wire Clips

13

Removable
enclosure lid/cover
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8.2 Wall Push Button

1
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9 Installation
9.1 Overview
9.1.1 General Diagram
Alarm Relay Control

The above image illustrates the relationship between the alarm controller and the other elements of the
patient event alarm control system in a typical installation.

9.1.2 Ethernet Connection Diagram
The Alarm Relay Controller can be powered in two different ways: PoE or AC Power.
9.1.2.1 Alarm Relay Controller Powered by PoE
The image below illustrates the network connection between the ARC and the PoE feeders.

NOTE: If the customer site already has PoE enabled Network infrastructure, the illustrated PoE
Injector or PoE switch is not needed.
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9.1.2.2 Alarm Relay Controller Powered by AC Power
The image below illustrates the network connection between the ARC the non-PoE network
infrastructure. In this case, AC power is necessary.

9.2 System Hardware
The Alarm Relay Controller (p/n 023019) hardware consists of the following:
Part #

Description

022979

IP ALARM CONTROLLER, BOX

023055

ALARM CONTROL RESET CABLE 50’ for IP version

023027

ALARM BUTTON WALL PLATE for IP Version

103374

KWIKON STRAIN RELIEF KIT

023005

Quick Connect Female 14-16 AWG KIT of 12

023006

Quick Connect Female 18-22 AWG KIT of 12

023039

Strain relief bushing KIT of 2

All standard and custom installations should follow the basic wiring scheme shown section 7 Wiring
Diagrams. All mains wiring is to be supplied and installed by a qualified and licensed contractor. All mains
wiring to lights, switches and other accessories should be at least #18, 600V multi-conductor cable and
in accordance with applicable regional and national electrical code/standard. For more information see:
•
•
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9.3 Installation
Each relay has three contacts: NO, NC, and COM.

The NO means normal open, the NC means normal close, and the COM means common contact. The
first relay (R4) shown in the Typical Wiring Diagram to have R4 NO and R4 COM, is noted to be wired in
parallel with the light switch on the drawing found in section 7 Wiring Diagrams. It should be wired such
that the hot that is disconnected when the switch is off can be connected through our relay. The objective
is to allow the alarm relay controller to be able to turn on the light just as the light switch on the wall. As
shown R4 NO should go to the hot side of the light switch and the R4 COM should go to the other side of
the light switch. The other side of the light switch should have a wire that goes to the light. All wires
should be the same AWG used for the circuit with no wire smaller than 18 AWG.
The second relay (R2) will be used for the television wall socket. The hot wire that used to go to the wall
socket should now go to contact R2 NC. There should be a second wire that goes from R2 COM to the
hot contact on the wall socket. The ground for the television socket and the neutral conductor (usually
black) should go straight to the television socket without going through the relay controller. The hot
(white) for the lights on the outside of the room should have sufficient current to support the lights.
The relay controller needs to have the Alarm Buttton Wall Plate (p/n 023027) attached. This should be
attached as shown in section 7 Wiring Diagrams.
After initial installation all relays can be activated (energized) together when the self-test switch (SW1) is
set to the on state. When finishing the self-test, make sure the self-test switch (SW1) is set to the off
state.
If the powered Alarm Controller is powered by POE, even though AC power is not required, the ground
terminal connection is still required. The terminal block 4 (TM4) of the alarm controller should connect to
the nearby earth ground stud or the earth ground in the breaker box, whichever is closest. The Ethernet
cable should be connected to the “PoE IN” port of the DV5 (EPSG202), see 7.2 PoE Powered Typical
Wiring Diagram.
If the Alarm Controller is powered by AC, the Ethernet cable should be connected to the “ENET 1” port of
the DV3 (X600M), see 7.1 AC Powered Typical Wiring Diagram.
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9.4 Recommended Wires and Materials for Reference
Part #

Description

023074

16 AWG Multi-stranded Green wire
16 AWG Multi-stranded White wire
16 AWG Multi-stranded Black wire

022807

CONN QC RCPT 14-16AWG 0.187

024268

Heat Shrink Tubing 0.354" (8.99mm)

9.4.1 Wall Plate Connection

The black wire and the white wire are connected to the LED light module, and the red wire and the brown
wire are connected to the push button. The green wire is connected to wall box.
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9.4.2 Relay Control Connections

Wires should be strain relieved. Wire clamps should be used for security and adequate separation, and
not to support the weight of the wires.
If a wire larger than or equal to 12 AWG is used, the un-shrouded quick connection receptacle connector
should be applied. In this instance, the exposed metal should be covered by the heat shrink wrap
(p/n: 024268) after crimping.

1

Un-Shrouded Quick Connection receptacle connector

2

Quick Connection receptacle connector with Heat Shrink band
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9.5 Test Instructions
Once all wiring connections have been made, there are two ways to test the Alarm Relay Controller. The
Alarm Relay Controller can be tested with or without a personal computer (PC).

9.5.1 Testing Alarm Relay box without a PC
For those appliances that are connected to the Normal Open position, before and after the relay box is
powered on, they are all in the OFF state. When the Self-Test Switch (SW1) is switched to the ON state,
those appliances will be turned ON. All the green LEDs on the relay controller board will be turned on.
For those appliances that are connected to the Normal Close position, before and after the relay box is
powered on, they are always in the ON state. When the Self-Test Switch (SW1) is switched to the ON
state, those appliances will be turned OFF. All the green LEDs on the Relay controller board will be
turned on.

The green LEDs always indicate the state of the Normal Open connections.
NOTE: Relay 10 is reserved and prewired for a pushbutton back-light. When Relay 10 is on,
the pushbutton back-light will be on. Otherwise it will be off.
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To test the pushbutton, just press and hold the pushbutton, and meanwhile check the LED#1 on the X15s
(DV2).

The LED should be on while the pushbutton is being pressed. It should be off when the pushbutton is
released.
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9.5.2 Testing Alarm Relay box with a PC
1. Open a web browser and type in the IP address of the IP Relay box to enter the setup page, and
login with your user name and password. If you do not know the IP address of the ARC or the
user login credentials contact your Natus Field Service/Technical Support representative.

2. Once logged in, click on View Dashboards on the left side of the page, and select the
Dashboard Test from the drop box located on the top, right side of the page.
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3. Click the On button to turn on Relay 1.

Check that the corresponding LED on the Relay controller is on, and check the appliance
accordingly.
4. Click the Off button to turn off Relay 1. Check that the corresponding LED on the Relay
controller is off, and check the appliance accordingly.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for all other relays.
NOTE: Relay 10 is reserved and prewired for a pushbutton back-light. When Relay 10 is on,
the pushbutton back-light will be on. Otherwise it will be off.
6. Press and hold the pushbutton on the X15s. The Digital Input 1 box will turn green. When the
pushbutton is released, the Digital Input 1 box will be red.
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7. For the AC powered system, turn off the power using the power switch (SW2) and turn it back on
to reset the unit. For the POE powered system, unplug the Ethernet POE cable. See section 7.2
PoE Powered Typical Wiring Diagram. And plug it back in to reset the unit.
Wires from Alarm Controller to Wall Plate
1.

The wall mounted clear switch has five wires.

2.

Two of those wires turn on the light in the middle of the button. The black wire comes from terminal block 1
(TM1) on the alarm controller and the white wire comes from terminal block 3 (TM3) of the alarm controller.

3.

Two other wires will make contact in the switch. This is the actual switch that tells the alarm controller that
the clear button has been pressed. The brown wire comes from the terminal block 3 (TM3) and the red wire
comes from the terminal block 2 (TM2) of the alarm controller.

4. The final green wire from the alarm controller to the wall plate is a ground wire for the electrical box. This
may be attached to the terminal block 4 (TM4) of the alarm controller.
Please note:
The white wire and the brown wire have been crimped together for the ARC side terminal by design.
These drawings are neither to scale nor accurate in detail. They are intended as a schematic view of the installation
only.
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10 Setup
Before you begin to configure the ARC with NeuroWorks/SleepWorks software, ensure
that the installation of the ARC as described in this manual is complete.

10.1 Configuring the ARC on the network
The ARC communicates with Neuroworks/Sleepworks software using internet protocol. Although the ARC
is capable of utilizing a DHCP or Static IP address, set a Static IP address for the device to work properly
within the Neuroworks/Sleepworks environment. The ARC must be placed on the same network or must
be able to communicate with other Neuroworks/Sleepworks workstations. Inside the ARC enclosure,
there is an internal web controller device which can be accessed through a browser window. The
interface allows you to configure the network settings of the ARC. For more information on the web
controller interface, contact Natus Technical Support. The X600M User’s Manual contains information on
how to access the ARC’s network settings and allows you to configure user access credentials for
security purposes.

10.2 Setting the IP address on the ARC
1. To begin, ensure that the ARC is properly installed and connected to the same network as the
Neuroworks/Sleepworks stations you are using.
2. Open a browser on a Neuroworks/Sleepworks workstation and type in the URL address of the web
controller setup page. If you do not know the IP address of the ARC or the user login credentials
contact your Natus Field Service/Technical Support representative.
3. Login using your or the default login credentials to gain access.
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4. Click on the Network category and choose the Ethernet option.

5. Set a Static IP address for the ARC that other stations running NeuroWorks/SleepWorks on the
network can communicate with. You should be able to conduct a ping test from a connected
NeuroWorks/SleepWorks station to the ARC to test connectivity.
NOTE: Setup and Installation of the Alarm Relay Controller should be performed by Natus
qualified personnel only.
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10.3 Setting the ARC as a Distributed Resource
Once the ARC is connected to the network, you can set up the ARC as a distributed, or shared, resource
that can be used as part of a Room Resource as defined in Neuroworks/Sleepworks Machine Manager
software.
1. On a Neuroworks/Sleepworks workstation, open the Machine Manager software by choosing Start
> All Programs > Excel Tech > Utilities > Machine Manager.
2. In the Distributed resources section, click on the Edit… button to create a new resource.

The Edit Resource dialog opens.
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3. Click on the Type category and select Relay_IP from the dropdown. Enter a name for your ARC unit
in the Name field.

4. Under the Configuration settings section, click on the Edit… button.
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5. Enter the IP address of the ARC in the IP Address field. Under the Credentials section, enter the
user name and password of the ARC. This should be the same as the credentials used to login into
the ARC browser where you configured its network settings. Click Ok.

6. Next you will need to add your ARC resource to a Room resource. After exiting the IP dialog in the
previous step, you can select an existing (or create a new) Room_HDWR (i.e. Room Hardware) option to
add your ARC resource to a Room configuration. Select a Room_HDWR type and click Edit….
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7. In the Configuration settings section, click on the Edit… button to access the properties of the Room
resource.

In the Resource Identity section, click on the drop down box to select the ARC resource you want to
use. Later, when you begin a study recording in Neuroworks/Sleepworks and select your video source,
you can select this room resource which includes the ARC added to this configuration along with the
selected Video assembly resource as a part of this configuration or room resource. Click OK in the dialog
window and exit Machine Manager.

NOTE: When selecting the Alarm Relay Controller from the drop-down menu, double-check the
configuration prior to selection to ensure that duplicate IP addresses and/or duplicate
resources are not being used.
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10.4 Configuring the Relay Alarm Activation on a
Neuroworks/Sleepworks Workstation
Each Neuroworks/Sleepworks workstation maintains a configuration which determines when select relays
should be activated during an acquisition.
To access this configuration:
1. Open the Alarms Configuration utility found under the Start > Programs > Excel Tech > Utilities >

Alarms Configuration..
2. Click on the Relay controller settings button to access the relay
activation settings.
The Relay Controller Configuration dialog displays a list of all current
alarm types or user defined events that could cause a relay(s) to energize
or activate. In the example below, whenever a Patient Event button is
pressed, Neuroworks/Sleepworks considers this to be a new instance or
episode whereby the ARC is expected to activate relays 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6 causing the states of relays 1 to 6 to switch from their current (normal)
position to the opposite state. The + symbol under each of the numbered
relays in the dialog denotes that the relay number will remain activated as
long as the alarm triggered by the Patient Event button in this case
remains in a “New” alarm state. The “New” state of this alarm can be
changed in the software or by pressing and holding the wall push button
for 2 seconds to ‘clear’ or deactivate the relays.
When the relays are deactivated, the relays will return to the state of the
relay switch prior to being activated (i.e. if the relay in the ARC was wired
in a normal state to be open, when the relay is activated it will switch to a
closed state).
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To create a new alarm state:
1. Click on the Add button in the Relay Controller Configuration dialog.
2. Select one of the 3 alarm states: New, Answered, or Cleared.
From this dialog, you can program which relays you want to activate or deactivate during any one
of these alarm states.

User Defined Alarm Type – Oxygen Desaturation

3. Place a checkmark in each of the relays you want to activate whenever a user-defined criteria is
met within NeuroWorks/SleepWorks software.

Active Relays Selected: 2, 3, 4, & 5

The first relay is reserved and cannot be used.
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4. Click OK when finished.
The Relay Controller Configuration dialog now displays that a Patient Event Button or an Oxygen
Desaturation Event can trigger an alarm state causing the relays to activate (i.e.: relays 1 to 6 if a
patient event occurs first, or relays 1 to 5 if an oxygen desaturation occurs first).

10.5 Using the Wall Push Button to Deactivate the Relays
The wall mounted push button is used to deactivate all relays after relays have been activated. When
relays are activated via Neuroworks/Sleepworks software the button illuminates to indicate that the relays
are in an activation state (i.e. the relays are energized).

Relays are in a
non-activated state

Relays are in an
activated state

The action associated with pressing the button is affected by whether or not the “Issue “Clear All” only
after clear button is pressed and held for 2 seconds” checkbox is checked or unchecked. If this box is
unchecked and the relays are activated, a single or prolonged press of the button will cause the relay
states to respond to how the Alarm type “Any Type”, Alarm state “Cleared” setting is configured. In the
example below, the “Cleared” alarm state is defined to keep relay 1 activated, and relays 2 to 8
deactivated.
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In the example below the Issue “Clear All” only after clear button is pressed and held for 2 seconds
checkbox is checked. In this scenario a single press of the button will cause the relays to respond to how
the Alarm type Any Type, Alarm state Answered setting is configured. In the example below, the
Answered alarm state is defined to keep relay 1 activated (which is reserved), and relays 2 to 8
deactivated. A prolonged press (i.e. “held for 2 seconds”) will cause the relays to respond to how the
Alarm type Any Type, Alarm state Cleared setting is configured.

By properly configuring either the Answered or Clear alarm states, you can use the wall button to
deactivate the relays once they have been triggered by an alarm state to become activated.
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11 Alarm Relay Controller Usage
11.1 Starting a Study using the Alarm Relay Controller
1. Begin a Neuroworks/Sleepworks study as per standard operating procedures (See
Neuroworks/Sleepworks User Manual). In the database window, click on New EEG.

2. Enter Study Information as per standard operating procedures (See Neuroworks/Sleepworks User
Manual).
3. In the Video Assembly section, click on the Change button. Choose the Use room video option.
From the Room dropdown list, select the Room Resource you created previously, in this example it is
“ROOM-ARC233”.

4. Click Ok.
5. In the Study Information dialog, click the START button to begin your study recording.
NOTE: The ARC resource name will be displayed in the notes section of the
NeuroWorks/SleepWorks software. This should be used to double-check the appropriate ARC
is connected to the correct NeuroWorks/SleepWorks system.
Your ARC should now be ready based on the pre-configured and tested Relay Controller settings.
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12 Maintenance, Cleaning, & Disposal
To keep the Natus Alarm Relay Controller in good working condition, follow a regular schedule of user
performed maintenance. Regular maintenance performed by the user does not involve access to the
interior of the Natus Alarm Relay Controller. For service problems that require corrective maintenance
and/or internal component service, call Natus Technical Support at 1-800-303-0306 or OTS@natus.com,
or contact your local Natus representative.
The Natus Alarm Relay Controller and its components should not be immersed in water or any other fluid.
Clean with a commercial wipe such as CaviWipes TM or Sani-Cloth® to remove visible soil. Wipe the article
using a lint-free cloth and air dry.

12.1 Recommendations
WARNING: Take care not to allow any fluid to seep into the internal electronic
components of the system.

WARNING: Do NOT use petroleum-based or acetone solutions, or other harsh
solvents, to clean the system.

12.2 Disposal
At the end of the expected service life, when disposing of the Natus Alarm Relay Controller and its
components, it is recommended that federal, state, and local laws be followed for proper disposal of
printed circuit boards, plastics, and metal parts. For disposal of non-Natus accessories, please follow the
instructions provided with these items.
Natus is committed to meeting the requirements of the European Union WEEE (Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment) Regulations 2014. These regulations state that electrical and electronic waste
must be separately collected for the proper treatment and recovery to ensure that WEEE is reused or
recycled safely. In line with that commitment Natus may pass along the obligation for take back and
recycling to the end user, unless other arrangements have been made. Please contact us for details on
the collection and recovery systems available to you in your region at natus.com
Electrical and Electronic Equipment (EEE) contains materials, components and substances that may be
hazardous and present a risk to human health and the environment when WEEE is not handled correctly.
Therefore, end users also have a role to play in ensuring that WEEE is reused and recycled safely. Users
of electrical and electronic equipment must not discard WEEE together with other wastes. Users must use
the municipal collection schemes or the producer/importers take-back obligation or licensed waste
carriers to reduce adverse environmental impacts in connection with disposal of waste electrical and
electronic equipment and to increase opportunities for reuse, recycling and recovery of waste electrical
and electronic equipment.
Equipment marked with the below crossed-out wheeled bin is electrical and electronic equipment. The
crossed-out wheeled bin symbol indicates that waste electrical and electronic equipment should not be
discarded together with unseparated waste but must be collected separately.
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13 Troubleshooting
You can bypass Neuroworks/Sleepworks software to activate relays by using the web controller interface
to manually energize each of the relays. Open a web browser and enter the URL or IP of the web
controller interface. Enter your user login credentials. You can activate each relay by clicking the on and
off button. You can observe to see if there is a proper corresponding action.

13.1 Troubleshooting Checklist
Check the network connection to the Alarm Relay Controller.
Check the power to the Alarm Relay Controller.
Turn the test switch in the ON position and observe that all of the LED lights on the relay board
are illuminated and that your relays are in an activated state. Turn the test switch back to the OFF
position.
Turn the power switch Off, wait 10 seconds, and then turn the power switch On. If you are using a
PoE, then once the unit is turned off, disconnect the ethernet cable for 20 seconds, and then
reconnect it and power back on.
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A Total Service Solution
Standing behind every XLTEK product is Natus Medical Incorporated, an internationally respected
innovator of medical products and services.
Our Neurology systems are backed up by an in-house support team staffed with technical and clinical
experts, 24/7 support, remote support via WebEx or VPN, the largest clinical and technical field support
network in Neuro/Sleep and customized service contracts that include preventative maintenance visits
and computer upgrades.

Natus Medical Incorporated
DBA Excel-Tech Ltd. (XLTEK)
2568 Bristol Circle Oakville,
Ontario L6H 5S1 Canada
T: +1 905.829.5300
F: +1 905.829.5304
Website: natus.com
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